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Joining forces
‘Memorandum of understanding (MOU)’ is one of the most boring (and wordy)
ways of describing an official agreement between two parties, so you might be
forgiven if you stop reading whenever you see those words.
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But one recent deal may buck this trend. Signed in January, the MOU between
Alibaba Group and Microsoft could prove to be one to watch from an intellectual
property viewpoint. The companies have pledged to work together to tackle
counterfeit versions of Microsoft’s products sold across Alibaba’s e-commerce
platforms, fast becoming global powerhouses.
The deal is interesting because, while it is not the first that Alibaba has signed
with a brand owner (eg, Louis Vuitton), it reinforces that Chinese corporations
are stepping up their efforts to combat counterfeiting, a problem that China has
historically been renowned for. When you consider the government is also seeking
to crack down on the sale of fakes online, China is slowly becoming less of a scary
place for companies to do business and protect their brands.
Who knows what results the MOU will yield, or how its results will be measured,
but one thing is for sure: when a big hitter like Microsoft signs this type of deal, it
arguably carries a certain level of significance. As you will find out in this issue’s
cover story, the agreement is worth reading about.
Finally, we should say that this issue will be the last one published in a PDF format,
as in March we are switching to a ‘digital first’ strategy. Although until now we have
provided access to each month’s content in both PDF and online formats, we will
now produce news and analysis only on our website, trademarksandbrandsonline.
com, before emailing it to you in a weekly newsletter. The newsletters will include
the best content from the previous seven days, and the one in the final week of
each month will provide a round-up of the most interesting content.

Ed Conlon, Group Editor
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A
In January, Microsoft and Alibaba Group teamed up to tackle
counterfeits on the Chinese company’s various platforms. TBO
assesses the agreement and asks whether it will result in a
significant reduction in fakes.

10 P
 rotecting the borders
The use of virtual private networks to enable paying customers
to access streamed media content from other countries raises
important questions about the protection of regional broadcast
agreements, says John Illsley of Intangible Business.
14 Restricted access
Some brand owners have applied for new gTLDs with the
expectation of operating them solely for their own benefit, but
can they insist on having exclusive access? Flip Petillion of
Crowell & Moring has the answers.
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Aldi wins ‘I love Aldi’ domain name dispute

TK KURIKAWA / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

A fan of supermarket chain Aldi has been
forced to hand over a website that compared
the retailer’s prices to those of its rivals,
following a cybersquatting complaint filed by
the multinational.
UK-based Wayne Stephenson had to
transfer the domain name ilovealdi.co.uk after
a decision by .uk registry Nominet’s Dispute
Resolution Service (DRS).
The website featured Aldi’s prices for
products and enabled visitors to see what
savings they could make by shopping at the
store instead of its rivals.
The dispute started when Aldi filed a
complaint with the DRS in November last
year, claiming the domain was abusively
registered and infringed its trademarks,
including the word mark ‘Aldi’.
Aldi also wrote to Stephenson the following
month and demanded that he handed the
domain name to it.
In its decision, published earlier this
month, Nominet’s DRS said the domain was
registered and used in a manner that takes

“unfair advantage of, or is unfairly detrimental
to” the complainant’s trademark rights.
The DRS added that the “only difference”
between the complainant’s ‘Aldi’ trademark
and Stephenson’s domain name was the
addition of the “generic” terms ‘I’ and ‘love’.
“The addition of this laudatory phrase is
insufficient to diminish the similarity between
the complainant’s trademark and the domain
name,” the DRS said in its decision.
In his response to Aldi’s complaint,
Stephenson said he had registered the domain
because he was a fan of the supermarket.
“I registered the domain name because I
genuinely love shopping at Aldi. Its purpose
is to let fellow Aldi lovers make reviews about
Aldi products,” he said.
“This is in no way an abusive registration. In
fact, it’s quite the opposite. I could understand
if I had registered www.ihatealdi.co.uk. I am
really confused. But I am also scared. I don’t
want to end up in court because I love Aldi,”
he added.
Aldi declined to comment. n

Sour grapes as supporters of ‘Champagne Jayne’ seek
donations for legal fees
Champagne because she also promotes other
sparkling wines.
Champagne is protected by strict rules
that mean it can only be produced at certified
vineyards and by specific methods in its home
region in northern France.
The CIVC wants Powell, who has an
Australian trademark for the term ‘Champagne
Jayne’, to give up the trademark and close down
her associated social media accounts, both
of which use the nickname, and her website
champagnejayne.com.
In the latest development in the legal dispute,
the parties are set to enter into mediation talks

PAVEL L PHOTO AND VIDEO / SHUTTERSTOCK

Supporters of Australian wine critic
‘Champagne Jayne’, who has been sued for
trademark infringement by the trade body
that represents France’s champagne producers,
have set up an online fundraising campaign to
help raise her legal fees.
Champagne Jayne, whose real name is
Jane Powell, was targeted by the Comité
Interprofessionnel du Vin de Champagne
(CIVC) at the Federal Court of Australia in
Melbourne in 2013.
The CIVC accused Powell, who has
written books and appeared on television,
of misleading the public by using the name

www.trademarksandbrandsonline.com

in March to see whether they can come to an
agreement.
Nevertheless, her supporters, who have set
up a website calling for donations, claim that
Powell is being forced into bankruptcy as a
result of the “disgraceful bullying tactics” of
the CIVC.
At the time of writing the website had raised
AUD 275 ($217) of its AUD 40,000 target.
A statement from Powell’s supporters
claims that she has built up a business and an
international reputation as an “independent
expert, commentator and journalist” with no
ties to the Champagne industry.
“In building her Champagne Jayne brand,
Jayne has been assisted by senior contacts
within the CIVC, who have supported her
regular visits to the Champagne region of
France by organising meetings with key
industry personnel,” they claim.
They added that in 2012 Powell was awarded
“Champagne Dame” status by L’Ordre des
Coteaux de Champagne (a group calling itself
the official fraternity of the major Champagne
brands)—which, campaigners claim, plays “an
active” role in programmes set up by the CIVC.
The CIVC declined to comment. n
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ANTI-COUNTERFEITING

T

he term memorandum of
understanding (MOU) doesn’t
exactly evoke excitement.
When considering what it
might entail, the mind could wander to images
of pages and pages of legal jargon with very
little substance.
But an MOU signed by Microsoft and
Alibaba Group in January this year could
change that perception. The players are among
the biggest in their respective industries.
Alibaba is China’s biggest online e-commerce
company, providing consumer-to-consumer
(C2C), business-to-consumer (B2C) and
business-to-business (B2B) services. Its
platforms include Taobao and Tmall.
Microsoft is one of the world’s biggest
computer software companies, known for
products including the Windows operating
systems, Microsoft Office, and the Internet
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A meeting
of minds
In January, Microsoft and Alibaba Group
teamed up to tackle counterfeits on the Chinese
company’s various platforms. TBO assesses the
agreement and asks whether it will result in a
significant reduction in fakes.
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Explorer web browser. Its Xbox game console is
one of its flagship products.
When TBO first reported on Alibaba and
Microsoft putting pen to paper, the companies
claimed the agreement would help consumers to
avoid goods ripping off Microsoft products, and
that both companies would coordinate on action
against counterfeiters and collaborate on raising
awareness.
The finer details of the deal mean Alibaba
will remove suspicious listings from its Taobao
and Tmall platforms, provided it has received a
notification from Microsoft first.
The two companies also hope to expand their
programme to educate Chinese consumers about
the risk of pirated software.

Working together
Neither Alibaba nor Microsoft responded to
a request for comment on the MOU, but on

ANTI-COUNTERFEITING
the Alizila website, which features news and
commentary on Alibaba, Ni Liang, senior director
of security operations at Alibaba, was quoted as
saying that it is “constantly working with partners
and stakeholders” to enhance intellectual property
protection and tackle counterfeiting.
“Microsoft has been a great partner on this
front, and we believe that this agreement will
go toward building an orderly e-commerce
environment where consumers’ interests are
best protected,” Liang added.
Tim Cranton, Microsoft’s associate
general counsel, said in a statement after the
announcement of the MOU that Microsoft
was “committed to protecting customers
from downloading or purchasing nongenuine software”.
Wider details of the MOU, such as a
proposed timescale for achieving results or
specific projects the pair will carry out, are
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not known at this stage, but there is a feeling
among IP practitioners that the deal could
have a positive effect.
Gareth Dickson, an associate at law firm
Cooley in London, says agreements such as
this “help focus parties’ minds” on the issues
facing them.
“They reveal a lot about what each party
is thinking on the issues, and they send a
message to the public at large about how
seriously they take them.”
He adds: “When parties have a meeting
of minds on matters of importance to them,
good things can happen.”
Joshua Mandell, a senior associate at law
firm Rouse in Beijing, is also hopeful.
“Anything that makes it easier for a right
owner to remove offers for counterfeits
from B2C/C2C sites is bound to be helpful,”
he tells TBO.

IGOR KISSELEV / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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But, referring to Alibaba and Microsoft’s
pledge to remove counterfeit products from
the sites, Mandell adds that in the past right
owners have sometimes had difficulty in
efficiently establishing that goods on offer on
online platforms were definitely counterfeit.
“An unreasonably low price was
considered insufficient,” Mandell explains.
“In some cases, samples had to be
purchased from counterfeit sellers, or other
preliminary evidence had to be gathered.
This can be quite labour-intensive and that
undermines the effectiveness of a take-down
programme when hundreds or thousands of
offers are involved.”

Dickson says the MOU should not be
considered as a way of both companies
“giving up on the law” to develop their own
remedies, but rather a way of emphasising
the existing attitudes toward IP and a need
to tackle counterfeits.
“Legal redress against sellers of
unauthorised software is clearly an
important part of the MOU,” Dickson says.
“The fact that Alipay (Alibaba Group’s
online payment service) will offer guidance
to consumers about obtaining compensation
emphasises again the importance of, and
need for, education in the battle against
counterfeiting,” he adds.
Alibaba and Microsoft are no strangers
to working together on these types of
initiatives. In 2013 Microsoft launched a
flagship virtual store on Tmall in order to
promote genuine Microsoft products.
But this time, Mandell says, there are new
benefits.
“First, Microsoft will be better able to
have offers for counterfeit goods removed
once sellers post them. Second, consumers
will be better able to get their money back
and address the security concerns that
pirate software carries.”
Mandell adds that practices that are
already on the rise, for example the sharing
of information on sellers of counterfeit
goods with right owners and authorities,
and refunding money to consumers who
have been duped, will also help to decrease
the profits of people selling counterfeits on
mainstream sites.

Discount days
In recent times, Alibaba has been implicated
in the sale of counterfeit goods in China.
In December 2014, TBO reported that
China’s State Administration for Industry

IMAGES COURTESY ALIBBA GROUP AND MICROSOFT

Legal moves
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The Microsoft/Alibaba
agreement could be
a stepping stone for
industry-wide cooperation
on counterfeiting

and Commerce (SAIC) said that more than
10% of products available on e-commerce
websites, including Alibaba.com and its
subsidiaries, on a renowned online shopping
day were found to be counterfeit.
The SAIC said that 10.6% of products it
sampled on November 11, known in China
as Single’s Day—a day which has seen sharp
increases in online shopping due to the
amount of discount deals being marketed—
were counterfeit or sub-standard.
In November, TBO also reported that a
Chinese government department, the Office
of the National Leading Group for Combating
IPR Infringement and Counterfeits, was set
to tighten up its anti-counterfeiting efforts
following a boom in online shopping.
Chai Haitao, deputy director at the office,
which is part of the Ministry of Commerce
(MOC), said that increasing cross-border
online trade meant “new approaches were
needed” to stop the flow of counterfeit goods.
Even further back, in 2013, Alibaba entered
into an agreement similar to the Microsoft
MOU with French fashion brand Louis Vuitton.
Mandell is quick to praise the efforts that
Alibaba and its various platforms have made
in recent times.
“Alibaba recently reported some figures
on their consumer protection and anticounterfeiting efforts,” Mandell says, referring
to Alibaba’s announcement in December
2014 that it had spent RMB 1 billion ($160.7
million, based on exchange rates at the time)
fighting counterfeits from January 2013 to
November 2014.
Mandell adds: “Tmall shops that are
operated by brand owners and reliably sell
legitimate goods have done a lot to increase
Chinese consumers’ confidence in buying
goods online, especially higher value goods.
This creates a very lucrative, growing market,
and one that benefits everyone involved.”
It is not known whether the MOU with
Microsoft is a direct result of the MOC’s
earlier pledge to tackle counterfeits, but
Dickson says the deal could be seen as a
stepping stone for industry-wide cooperation
on fakes.
“If two major players in the digital economy
can demonstrate that this type of cooperation
can be mutually beneficial, then there is every
reason to believe others will see the incentive
to cooperate in a similar manner,” he says.

Long-term effects
Could an agreement like this really lead to a
significant reduction in counterfeit Microsoft
products?

www.trademarksandbrandsonline.com
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While it may have an immediate impact
and kick others into action, Dickson is
not optimistic about the MOU’s ability to
permanently banish counterfeits.
“As long as it remains profitable for
counterfeiters to sell unauthorised goods
online, they will devise new ways, or use
new locations, to get around whatever
measures right owners adopt to protect
their IP,” he says.
Mandell adds that counterfeits “exist on
online shopping sites because they exist in
the real world marketplace”, not the other
way around. “For right owners, this can
turn into an endless game of ‘whack-amole’,” he says.
As with the early days of any agreement
in which the parties pledge to make a big
difference, excitement and speculation on
what may happen are building.
There could be two possible outcomes to
the MOU.
It could be hailed as another step towards
China’s efforts to cast aside its somewhat
fading image as a Mecca for counterfeits
and to establish itself as a safe environment
for right owners.
Alternatively, it could simply fall by the
wayside as counterfeiters wise up to the
methods employed and seek other means of
getting their fake products online.
How the companies react to and deal
with forthcoming challenges will be a key
indicator of whether the agreement can
work in the long term. The challenge then
will be to encourage other major players to
follow suit. n

“Tmall shops that
are operated by
brand owners
and reliably sell
legitimate goods
have done a lot to
increase Chinese
consumers’
confidence in buying
goods online.”

10 STREAMING SERVICES

Protecting
the borders

VALIK / SHUTTERSTOCK

The use of virtual private networks
to enable paying customers to
access streamed media content
from other countries raises
important questions about the
protection of regional broadcast
agreements, says John Illsley of
Intangible Business.
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umours emerged earlier this
year that Netflix, the television
and film streaming service, had
cracked down on subscribers
using virtual private networks (VPNs) to
mask their internet protocol address and
access content from external international
jurisdictions. Netflix has since flagged these
reports as false (chief product officer Neil
Hunt spoke about the issue at the Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January)
and maintained it has always used “industry
standard” techniques to prevent any form of
copyright infringement. However, the issue
of subscribers to streaming services using
VPNs raises important questions about the
protection of regional broadcast agreements.
Consumers accessing the US version
of Netflix in Australia, where it has yet to
officially launch, apparently found their
service via a VPN had been blocked through
the latest Android app update. Netflix was
thought to have taken heed of big studio
bosses’ complaints and employed new
tactics to prevent cross-border copyright
infringement by using Google’s domain
name system to bypass any VPNs in place.
Hunt rejected these claims, but numerous
customers have reported the disruption on
Reddit, fearing their attempts to access the
larger US Netflix library have been thwarted.
Cross-border copyright infringement is
becoming increasingly common and often
consumers do not realise that their actions
are illegal. The motivation behind broadcast
deals for TV and film studios is to maximise
return on investment, which is why exclusive
rights are currently sold on a regional basis.
This allows for numerous broadcast services
to bid on the exclusive rights for a film or TV
series in multiple jurisdictions. Therefore
Netflix and others possess the rights to
different content in different regions,
explaining the discrepancies between
content libraries in different countries.
The US Netflix has one of the most
comprehensive content libraries, providing
consumers with a large amount of choice and
a clear incentive to invest in the streaming
service. Other countries where Netflix is
available, including the UK and France,
have different libraries, which might cause
consumers to use VPNs to access the US
content. The same applies to countries such
as China, where Netflix has yet to launch.
The use of VPNs is not illegal, and they are
often used as a form of security. They provide
the ability to mask your true IP address from

www.trademarksandbrandsonline.com
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Respecting the boundaries
However, these findings may show that
because they are paying for the service
legitimately, consumers feel they are safe
to access all the content that services such
as Netflix possess, irrespective of their
geographical restrictions.
Rival streaming services such as Australian
competitor Quickflix have openly criticised
Netflix for its alleged neglect in respecting the
geographical boundaries of broadcast rights.
In an open letter sent last September, Stephen
Langsford, chief executive of Quickflix,
claimed Netflix was “enjoying a free ride in
Australia by ignoring unauthorised ‘back
door’ access to its US service and thereby
taking revenue away from local services”.
Cliff Edwards, Netflix’s director of
corporate communications and technology,

“An unintentional
consequence of
the block was that
legitimate US viewers
using VPNs to
maintain privacy were
also prevented from
using the website.”
has emphasised that: “VPNs violate the terms
of our service and we believe very much that
anybody who licenses content should get paid
for their content.”
However, recognition of the offence in
the terms and conditions does not prevent
consumers from using VPNs, and it is highly
unlikely that streaming services would take
legal action against individuals who violate
such terms, especially if they are paying
customers.
If Netflix were to implement geo-blocking
technology in the future to prevent any crossborder copyright infringement it may be good
news for right owners and rival streaming
services, but it could conversely be detrimental
to its brand and consumer reputation.
To the average paying customer of a
streaming service, cross-border copyright
infringement is an alien concept, so blocking
him or her from accessing content that he
or she feels entitled to view will harm the
enviable reputation that companies have
built up. Blocking could compel customers
to cancel their membership and move to
alternative streaming services or on-demand
services. Alternatively it could encourage
users to turn to piracy to view the content
they can no longer access.

The effects of blocking
In 2014, US streaming service Hulu
implemented geo-blocking technology
to prevent people from accessing its TV
content from outside the US. Although not a
comprehensive block, it targeted high profile
VPN services and left many consumers
unhappy. An unintentional consequence
of the block was that legitimate US viewers
using VPNs to maintain privacy were also

www.trademarksandbrandsonline.com
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the sites you visit and prevent connections
from being eavesdropped on. VPNs also get
around content filters that are often in place
at schools, universities and workplaces.
But this privacy also permits users to
circumvent geo-blocking restrictions on
their internet use, such as by viewing TV
shows only available in other countries or
downloading or streaming films from peerto-peer file-sharing websites.
UK online market research firm
GlobalWebIndex found that roughly 54
million people worldwide could be accessing
Netflix on a monthly basis via VPNs
(figures based on surveys of 83,000 people
in the second half of 2014). The company
also found that there are 30 million users
accessing the service in countries where it
is not yet available, with approximately 20
million of these in China, the firm said.
This highlights that Netflix has a potential
consumer base in countries in which it has
yet to expand.
Netflix announced plans earlier this year
to roll out its service to an additional 150
countries in the next two years. Its plans
for rapid expansion were welcomed by
studio executives, as Netflix claims that a
country’s piracy rate can decline after the
service is launched. Netflix’s chief executive
Reed Hastings stated that use of popular
file-sharing software BitTorrent dropped
by 50% following the launch of the service
in Canada in 2010. This allows content
producers to reap the benefits of additional
revenue through regional broadcast
agreements and capture a larger legitimate
audience for their content.

TBO Newsletter 02:15

prevented from using the website. This
may have damaged the brand, as legitimate
consumers were asked to choose between
their ability to stream TV programmes from
Hulu or preserve their internet privacy.
This would presumably be a situation that
Netflix or others wish to avoid putting their
subscribers in.
Streaming services that have yet to
launch in certain areas could potentially
(and unintentionally) win customers from
competitors that legally own broadcast rights
in those regions. A method of appeasing both

TBO Newsletter 02:15
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Rival streaming services
have openly criticised
Netflix for its alleged
neglect of respect for
geographical boundaries
of broadcast rights

competitors and production studios would
be to invest in global broadcast licences, a
goal Netflix is currently targeting. This would
allow for offering uniform content across
all regions, providing economies of scale in
terms of licensing deals as well as reducing
the likelihood of cross-border copyright
infringement in countries where the services
have a presence.
Global licensing deals are also thought to
appeal to production studios as they allow
them to streamline their operations and
introduce their films and TV shows to a

larger audience than they perhaps would by
licensing the rights only on a regional basis.
The prospect of global licensing agreements
would certainly reduce the impact of crossborder copyright infringement, although
it would require substantial investment. It
would also pitch the likes of Netflix up against
larger competitors such as BSkyB, which
currently offers similar exclusive content and
has a streaming service in the form of Sky Go
Extra.
Cross-border copyright infringement is
becoming a significant issue with the rapid

www.trademarksandbrandsonline.com

development of technology and the popularity
of streaming services. Consumers want the
latest programming at their fingertips, and
streaming services are playing catch-up to this
demand.
It seems as though this issue has
until now stayed under the radar, but
competitors are within their rights to
take legal action to protect their regional
broadcast licences. n
John Illsley is the valuation director at
Intangible Business. He can be contacted at:
john.illsley@intangiblebusiness.com
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Restricted
access
Some brand owners have
applied for new gTLDs with
the expectation of operating
them solely for their own
benefit, but can they insist
on having exclusive access?
Flip Petillion of Crowell &
Moring has the answers.

I

ndustries worldwide wonder whether
a brand owner can exclusively control
a branded top-level domain (TLD)
and whether a registry operating a
truly generic TLD (gTLD) can exclude brand
owners from the second level. The answer
to these questions seems affirmative, as this
article will explain.
As TLDs were previously fewer in number,
applicants were invited to compete to obtain
the exclusive control of a string. If, during
the application process one or more parties
had reason to believe there were grounds for
objecting to an application, they could initiate
one of the so-called objection procedures
administered by the World Intellectual
Property Organization, the International
Chamber of Commerce and the International
Center for Dispute Resolution.
These objection procedures related to legal
rights (ie, trademarks), community rights
and string contention. A community priority
evaluation (to grant priority to one applicant
over another) was another way to resolve any
remaining competition between applicants
for the same string. If, ultimately, competition
for the string remained and applicants
could not resolve the situation through
negotiations, ICANN offered applicants the
chance to participate in an auction process,

allowing only one applicant to become the
TLD’s operator.
Once all the TLDs have been delegated,
a different kind of competition becomes
obvious. Indeed, the ultimate objective of
the new programme for gTLDs is to foster
diversity and to create significant potential for
new uses that will benefit internet users around
the world. ICANN has a statutory obligation
to promote this competition and is expected
to refrain from any action that may endanger
competition.
In order to compete successfully, any
business—particularly one operating in a space
that is as dynamic and rapidly changing as the
internet—must develop a clear, distinctive
and differentiated identity that sticks in the
minds of consumers and sets it apart from
its competitors. This is important not only to
the business itself, but also to the customers
who use and rely on it. Building up a strong
distinctive brand in a highly competitive
environment has been crucial to the success of
entrepreneurs who are active online.
In this context, access to new gTLDs creates
a new and significant opportunity for brand
owners to further raise their profiles and offer
clearly defined and easy-to-locate services to
consumers. Allowing companies to control
their own destinies via access to an appropriate
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gTLD makes them better competitors and
better service providers to their customers.
By contrast, forcing well-established
businesses into a single gTLD would result in
a profoundly anti-competitive outcome. Either
one of the competitors will not have access to its
desired gTLD (or to the opportunities it offers)
or all companies may end up sharing the same
gTLD, reducing differentiation between them
and potentially causing customer confusion.
Operators of a branded TLD may be
concerned that third parties that own
independent trademarks for a sign identical
to the TLD would require access to secondlevel domain names within the brand TLD.
However, this should not be an issue.
From an EU anti-competition perspective,
exclusive access to a brand TLD becomes
problematic only if the TLD operator holds a
dominant position in a relevant market and
abuses that position. In the US, the exclusion
of other brand owners in a TLD would be anticompetitive only if the TLD operator holds
market power in a relevant market and has
acquired or enhanced that market power by the
use of exclusionary conduct.

Separate markets
Successfully applying for a brand TLD does
not necessarily affect the market in which the
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applicant operates. By starting the operation
of a brand TLD, the TLD operator will not
alter its position or power in the market within
which it already operates. It seems unlikely that
a brand TLD that remains dedicated to the TLD
operator’s brand will constitute a separate market.
The brand TLD may become a preferred
source for branded products or services, but
that does not make the TLD a separate market.
Other TLDs (such as .com, .eu and .net) are
reasonably interchangeable and substitutable
with brand TLDs. Furthermore, even if the
brand TLD were nevertheless to be considered
a relevant market, it remains unlikely that
exclusionary conduct will be considered
abusive or a means to acquire or enhance
market power.
A brand TLD operator has several procompetitive business justifications for
restricting access, including the fact that
another party’s use of the TLD would give the
impression of affiliation with the TLD operator.
On the other hand, the brand TLD operator
must refrain from giving the impression
of affiliation with other brand owners that
have trademark rights in signs identical, or
confusingly similar, to the TLD. Otherwise
the TLD operator may face trademark
litigation and, in exceptional circumstances,
the termination of the operation of the

“The brand TLD may
become a preferred
source for branded
products or services,
but that does not
make the TLD a
separate market.”
TLD. Outside of court proceedings, such a
termination may be ordered in an expert
determination following a so-called trademark
post-delegation dispute resolution procedure.
Many TLD applicants have tried to obtain
exclusive access to a new truly generic TLD;
this would give them the authority to decide
who may register domain names in their
TLD. Some have wanted to keep all domain
name registrations for themselves. This
operational freedom was envisioned during
the development of the new gTLD programme.
It was even included in the base contract for
new gTLD operators. As a result, new gTLD
applicants had the legitimate expectation of
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being able to operate exclusive access TLDs.
However, the imminent introduction
of exclusive access TLDs made several
government representatives uncomfortable.
A consensus was reached within ICANN’s
Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC)
that any exclusive registry access granted
within truly generic TLDs should be in the
public interest. It seems that the ICANN
board has accepted the GAC’s advice, but
only time will tell how that advice will be
implemented.
Is it not in the public interest that a
registry operator be allowed to operate an
exclusive access TLD in order to diversify
the market? What will ICANN do if an
applicant who has applied for a new gTLD
with the legitimate expectation of operating
it solely for its own benefit insists on having
exclusive access?
Some truly generic TLDs, such as .bank
or .lawyer, refer to highly regulated sectors
globally. In the interest of consumer
protection and existing regulation, the GAC
advised that restrictions apply to such gTLDs.
But the list of the gTLDs concerned is long
and also includes gTLDs such as .audio, .film
and .tour. The ICANN board accepted the
GAC’s advice and requires those applicants
concerned to adopt specific safeguards in the
operation of their TLDs.
Most safeguards require that the TLD
operator obtain specific guarantees from
domain name registrars. Many of the
guarantees relate to compliance with local
laws. TLD operators must also be able to
handle complaints and consult with local
authorities. In addition, TLD operators
may commit themselves to the adoption of
additional safeguards.
In view of divergent and ever-changing
regulatory requirements across the globe,
TLD operators may have an interest in
adopting stricter safeguards to exclude parties
from registering domain names in the gTLD.
Without strict safeguards, there is a risk that
the handling of complaints will become too
complex.
Brand owners that wish to register domain
names in strictly regulated TLDs will need
to scrutinise the registration requirements,
take into account local regulations and also
be prepared to address complaints. At the
same time, strictly regulated TLDs have the
potential to become anchors of trust, and
domain names in such TLDs could increase
the value of a brand. n
Flip Petillion is a partner at Crowell & Moring.
He can be contacted at: fpetillion@crowell.com
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